French Linen Watering Can
Ref: 614

£39.00
£32.50 ex Vat

It's not often that a long day in the garden also brings pampering to
mind, but the French Linen Watering Can does just that. Perfect for
green fingered folk who also like to treat themselves a little, this
quirky bath & beauty gift perfectly blends both passions.
The re-usable watering can houses an assortment of bath treats
and garden accessories. This unlikely pairing is instead a match
made in heaven with an undeniably charming presentation,
effortlessly marrying functional and fabulous. The luxurious hand
lotion, hand wash and body soap are all infused with Milk Thistle
which is renowned for its soothing properties, fantastic for hard
working hands in need of nourishment. The crisp, fresh scent of this
extract is also the perfect way to cool down after a long afternoon in
the sun. The charming watering can also contains a pair of
gardening gloves and a nail brush so that your hands are in tip top
shape while you potter about in the garden.
If you have a gardening enthusiast in your life who also loves a
long soak in the bath, then this is the perfect gift for them. In fact,
its quirky charm might even inspire non-gardening people to pop on
the gloves and do a bit of weeding!
Set includes:
Beautifully presented in this contemporary metal watering can
Gardening Gloves
Wooden Nail Brush
Milk Thistle Hand Lotion (1 x 300ml)
Milk Thistle Hand Wash (1 x 300ml)
Milk Thistle Body Soap (1 x 140g)

Dimensions: 38 x 20 x 32cm
Weight: 1.6kgs

Paraben free and not tested on animals.
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